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Introduction
It is a known fact that no development can occur with economic
growth solely; and inclusive development is imperative.
Inclusive development ensures that development progress
is sufﬁciently widespread for the beneﬁt of the majority
of a population. One important aspect of inclusive development
is social inclusion, where individuals and groups, take part
in society. The World Bank highlights that for growth to be
sustainable and effective in reducing poverty, it needs
to be inclusive.

Poverty and
Business
Poverty remains one of the most momentous global challenges
being faced by the world, despite the unprecedented progress
made over the last half century. It is so crucial that the United
Nations has assigned the ﬁrst Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) to the eradication of poverty, indicating that it is the
utmost priority of the UN.
‘’SDG 1 – No Poverty’’ is also among the SDGs that is most
pertinent to business, and concurrently being the most
challenging to address and to assess. Not only do companies
have a signiﬁcant impact on poverty; but poverty, as well
impacts the business environment.

2. Health
Access to health care
Health level

3. Food and Nutrition
Food to meet basic requirements
Nutrition

4. Employment/Employability
Stable employment
Sufﬁcient revenue to sustain basic needs
Psychosocial skills to obtain and sustain employment

5. Housing
Adequate housing facilities
Basic utilities for housing such as water, electricity

6. Psychosocial factors
Empowerment
Psychological support
Freedom from discrimination
MASCO [Motivation, Attitude (positive), Savoir-Faire
(know-how) and Courage] – this factor is the engine
of empowerment and which will drive autonomy on the
other ﬁve pillars

Businesses, therefore, have an imperative role to play in
the alleviation of poverty. More and more businesses have
realised that the need to do business has a purpose that goes
far beyond just making money, and the beneﬁts are mutual.
Stronger economies and stable societies lead to better
business environment and enhanced market growth. The ﬁght
against poverty, however, requires a holistic approach and
involves all sectors of the economy with the close collaboration
of the Government, public institutions, private sector and the
civil society.

Understanding
poverty

Education

Employment

Poverty can be deﬁned in a number of ways and people may be
caught in the poverty trap in various forms. Overall, a general
way to describe poverty would be a lack of autonomy in either
of the six pillars below:

1. Education
Access to education
Conducive environment for education,
Interest and motivation for education
Financial means for education

Food

Psychosocial
skills
Health

Housing

The 6 pillars are inter-connected and therefore need to be
tackled in a holistic manner. The most important pillar, and
which is the root cause of most families caught in the poverty
trap, is the psychosocial pillar.
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Purpose of the guideline
The objective of the guideline prepared by Business Mauritius
is help businesses to be more engaged and be a driving force
in poverty alleviation and inclusive development. The purpose
is to inspire business leaders in their endeavour towards
community involvement in a pragmatic manner, to make it
simple to drive impactful change through concrete actions and
allow for consolidation of actions.

Most importantly, it is a call for action and it has therefore
been presented in a way that would help bring about
impactful actions.

Inclusive development and poverty alleviation are multidimensional and linked to most of the SDGs as illustrated below:

Zero
hunger

Good health
& well-being

No poverty

Reduced
inequalities

Quality
education

Decent work &
economic growth

Gender
equality

Clean water
& sanitation

Categories of action
The proposed actions have been categorised under the following
seven categories:

Category 5: Promotion of gender equality

Category 1: Non-financial support to NGOs
and vulnerable groups

Category 6: Financial contribution
to NGOs, community based projects
and vulnerable groups

Category 2: Employee Engagement/
Involvement

Category 7: Fourth Sector/Social enterprise

Category 3: Support to needy/vulnerable
employees within the organisation
Category 4: Inclusive employment
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For each category of action, the following are highlighted:
The objective (philosophy)
Relevant business actions that will help companies
move forward

Category 1

Non-financial support to NGOs
and vulnerable groups
Companies can support NGOs and vulnerable groups
through non-ﬁnancial means.

Objective
Encourage companies to provide non-ﬁnancial support
such as training, management, logistics/manpower support
to NGOs and to worthy causes.

Relevant business
actions
Provision of permanent ofﬁce space or other amenities
to one or more NGOs
Provision of temporary ofﬁce space or other amenities
to one or more NGOs
Provision of IT and web support/transport and
logistics support/HR assistance/accounting support/
legal guidance
Provision of equipment and goods, such as IT equipment,
furniture, ofﬁce equipment
Provision of skills training to NGOs, vulnerable people
and communities
Provision of management support with presence
on the committees of one or more NGOs
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts
the objective of this category
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Category 2

Employee engagement/
Involvement
Having employees engaged in community action is a win-win
situation for both companies and their employees. The employees
are more motivated in their work, they are likely to gain greater
job satisfaction and they feel an emotional connection with
the organisation. Employees may also prefer to work with such
a company that values inclusiveness and social responsibility.

Objective
To encourage companies to engage their employees
in community involvement.

Relevant business
actions
Company policy allowing 4 hours or more of company
time to employees involved in community action
(therefore encouraging volunteering/bénévolat)
Organisation of one or more company events where
employees get involved in community work, for example
volunteering activities such as clean-up campaigns
Carrying out one or more fund raising activities
by employees in companies towards NGOs –
rafﬂe tickets, sale of items, tombola etc.
Setting up of a structured committee which meets
regularly to plan and execute community actions
Assigning of full-time or part-time dedicated CSR staff
to coordinate community work
Involvement of employees in providing donations
to targeted vulnerable groups (ﬂood victims,
victims from cyclones, old-age persons)
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Category 3

Support to needy/vulnerable
employees within the organisation
Businesses can play an important role to lift staff within
their organisation, out of poverty. Companies may have some
employees who are either already living in poor conditions
(working poor) or are faced with situations that lead them
to vulnerable situations and in precarious conditions.

Objective
To inspire and encourage companies to identify the working
poor and vulnerable employees and proactively support them
(on some or all of the 6 pillars).

Relevant business
actions
Psychosocial factors

Systematic company policy and protocol to assist
vulnerable employees faced with unforeseen dramatic
events (loss of close ones, health problems, loss of
housing in natural disasters)

Nutrition
Identify employees within the organisation that are not
autonomous on food and provide support/relief

Education
Identify vulnerable families whose children need
educational support and provide assistance
Provision of educational support schemes
(for example loans, scholarships) for children of needy
and vulnerable employees
Provision of educational materials

Health
Provision of medical insurance to vulnerable employees
Provision of ﬂexible working hours for parents

Provide structured/systematic accompaniment (in-house
or through NGOs) to vulnerable employees/families

Provision of health beneﬁts such as health checks,
company doctors

Implementing an open door policy where vulnerable
employees are encouraged to voice out their
personal challenges

Offering programs for alcoholism, drug addiction, etc.

Provision of the service of a psychologist/counsellor
to vulnerable employees

Housing
Identiﬁcation of vulnerable employees with signiﬁcant
housing deﬁciencies and develop support programmes
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Category 4

Inclusive employment
Companies can aid in addressing poverty issues by encouraging
and supporting disadvantaged groups through education,
employment, or housing for example. This can help not only
in bridging inequalities in employment and pay, increasing
access to education, promoting diversity but also encouraging
businesses owned by women and vulnerable groups when
awarding contracts. These actions can be beneﬁcial to a
company’s bottom line.

Objective
To encourage companies to support vulnerable groups through
inclusive employment and providing equal opportunities.

Relevant business
actions
Formal and applied company policy to employ more
disabled and/or ex-detainees, for example:
• one disabled
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 100 employees
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 60 employees
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 30 employees
Have developed a disability matrix for your company
which identiﬁes which job types can be performed
by which category of disabled
Employment of people from poorer communities
or vulnerable groups within the vicinity of the company
Sub-contracting to businesses owned
by underprivileged groups
Sourcing of services and procurement of supplies
from vulnerable groups and SMEs
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Category 5

Promotion of gender equality
Women constitute the majority of the poor and vulnerable
groups. Companies can help reduce poverty by providing
women with economic opportunities and promoting gender
equality. If women are trained to be entrepreneurs or to
acquire necessary skills, they can gain ﬁnancial independence
and achieve economic stability for their family. Investing in
women has long term beneﬁts to business, because when
women have enough money for food, healthcare, education
and other beneﬁts for their family, their children have better
opportunities to grow into healthy and educated adults.
This ultimately leads to a better and more productive
workforce and therefore reduces the poverty pockets.

Relevant business
actions
Sub-contracting to businesses owned by women
Appointment of women at management levels
Calculating/monitoring the gender salary gap
Flexible working hours for mothers and single
parent households (around 50% vulnerable families
are single parent households)

Objective
To encourage companies to promote gender equality
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Category 6

Financial contribution to NGOs,
community based projects
and vulnerable groups
Financing can be in the form of direct funds to relevant NGOS
to support their day-to-day activities in achieving their mission
or by providing funds for implementing speciﬁc community
based projects in poverty pockets to alleviate poverty.
The policy is to donate over and above the legal CSR requirements.

Objective
To encourage companies to provide ﬁnancial contribution
to NGOs directly or to fund community development projects

Relevant business
actions
Develop company policy to donate to NGOs and
community based projects, a % over and above % of CSR,
on either the following:
• % of sales
• % of payroll cost
• % of proﬁts
Funding of community development projects
Provision of direct ﬁnancing to relevant NGOs
Provision of funding facilities, for example provision
of microloans by ﬁnancial institutions with special
conditions for community based projects
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Category 7

Fourth sector/Social enterprise
The conventional way of doing business solely for proﬁt making
is paving its way to broaden their purpose to include social
and environmental beneﬁts. This movement has emerged into
a new sector of the economy, called the ‘fourth sector’ and
which consists of ‘for-beneﬁt’ organisations, which integrate
market-based approach with social and environmental aims.
These organisations can exist in a number of forms, such as
social enterprises or cooperatives but they share the same
principle of generating income from their business activities
while the core purpose is to have a positive impact on society.

Relevant business
actions
Support existing fourth sector enterprises
(by being their client or by fundind their activities)
Providing unemployed groups of people with relevant skills,
initial investment and working capital, for example
in agriculture, and empowering them to grow vegetables
and market their produce for ﬁnancial independence

Objective
To encourage entrepreneurs to engage and develop
the fourth sector, that is not for proﬁt-making but instead
for societal improvement.
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Our commitments
The checklist below facilitates the selection and monitoring of speciﬁc actions/goals for your organisation. The top ten priority
actions are highlighted in bold.

Relevant business actions
Category 1
Non-financial support to NGOs and vulnerable groups
Provision of permanent ofﬁce space or other amenities to one or more NGOs
Provision of temporary ofﬁce space or other amenities to one or more NGOs
Provision of IT and web support/transport and logistics support/HR assistance/
accounting support/legal guidance
Provision of equipment and goods, such as IT equipment, furniture, ofﬁce equipment
Provision of skills training to NGOs, vulnerable people and communities
Provision of management support with presence on the committees of one or more NGOs
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:

Category 2
Employee engagement/Involvement
Company policy allowing 4 hours or more of company time to employees involved in community action
(therefore encouraging volunteering/bénévolat)
Organisation of one or more company events where employees get involved in community work,
for example volunteering activities such as clean-up campaigns
Carrying out one or more fund raising activities by employees in companies towards NGOs
– rafﬂe tickets, sale of items, tombola etc.
Setting up of a structured committee which meets regularly to plan and execute community actions
Assigning of full-time or part-time dedicated CSR staff to coordinate community work
Involvement of employees in providing donations to targeted vulnerable groups
(ﬂood victims, victims from cyclones, old-age persons)
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:
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Tick as
appropriate

Relevant business actions

Tick as
appropriate

Category 3
Support to needy/vulnerable employees within the organisation
Provide structured/ systematic accompaniment (in-house or through NGOs)
to vulnerable employees/families
Implementing an open door policy where vulnerable employees are encouraged
to voice out their personal challenges
Provision of the service of a psychologist/counsellor to vulnerable employees
Systematic company policy and protocol to assist vulnerable employees faced with unforeseen
dramatic events (loss of close ones, health problems, loss of housing in natural disasters)
Identify employees within the organisation that are not autonomous on food and provide support/relief
Identify vulnerable families whose children need educational support and provide assistance
Provision of educational support schemes (for example loans, scholarships)
for children of needy and vulnerable employees
Provision of educational materials
Provision of medical insurance to vulnerable employees
Provision of ﬂexible working hours for parents
Provision of health beneﬁts such as health checks, company doctors
Offering programs for alcoholism, drug addiction, etc.
Identiﬁcation of vulnerable employees with signiﬁcant housing deﬁciencies and develop support programmes
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:

Category 4
Inclusive employment
Formal and applied company policy to employ more disabled and/or ex-detainees, for example:
• one disabled
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 100 employees
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 60 employees
• one disabled/ex-detainee per 30 employee
Have developed a disability matrix for your company which identiﬁes which job types
can be performed by which category of disabled
Employment of people from poorer communities or vulnerable groups within the vicinity of the company
Sub-contracting to businesses owned by underprivileged groups
Sub-contracting to businesses owned by underprivileged groups
Sourcing of services and procurement of supplies from vulnerable groups and SMEs
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:
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Our commitments (Cont’d)
Relevant business actions
Category 5
Promotion of gender equality
Sub-contracting to businesses owned by women
Appointment of women at management levels
Calculating/monitoring the gender salary gap
Flexible working hours for mothers and single parent households (around 50% vulnerable families
are single parent households)
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:

Category 6
Financial contribution to NGOs, community based projects
and vulnerable groups
Develop company policy to donate to NGOs and community based projects, a % over and above % of CSR,
on either the following:
• % of sales
• % of payroll cost
• % of proﬁts
Funding of community development projects
Provision of direct ﬁnancing to relevant NGOs
Provision of funding facilities, for example provision of microloans by ﬁnancial institutions with special
conditions for community based projects
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:

Category 7
Fourth sector/Social enterprise
Support existing fourth sector enterprises (by being their client or by fundind their activities)
Providing unemployed groups of people with relevant skills, initial investment and working capital,
for example in agriculture, and empowering them to grow vegetables and market their produce
for ﬁnancial independence
Any other action taken by the company which ﬁts the objective of this category:
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Tick as
appropriate

Let’s build together a sustainable and
inclusive future for Mauritius
Join SigneNatir business community
Get to know more and
subscribe digitally on

www.signenatir.mu

This disclaimer informs readers that the views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in this guideline is based on research conducted
by the author, and is not to be considered as unique reference. Business Mauritius has tried as far as possible, to provide
complete and relevant information regarding both local and international context. The present document will be reﬁned and
updated on a continuous basis, following feedback from the sustainability network. For the latest version of the guideline,
please refer to the SigneNatir website: www.signenatir.mu
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Ebène CyberCity, Ebène - 72201
Email signenatir@businessmauritius.org
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